
Gin
Tanqueray 65,-

Very fresh and smooth on the nose with slight hints 
of juniper and citrus coming through. A good hit of 
liquorice is present on the palate, with a slight spice that 
creates a long tingle.

Tanqueray No. 10 75,-

Secret recipe but there is some destinct tasting notes 
of citrus, grape and gentle peber. Classic Tanqueray is 
made with 4 botanicals, this one is made with ten secret 
botanicals

Hendricks 60,-

Cucumber and rose leaves makes a unique flavour. Very 
fresh and mild spicey profile.

Monkey 47 80,-

Schwarwald dry gin is very unusual with large aromatic 
and flowey notes from citrus, cranberry, juniper and 
many more

Gin Mare 80,-

Spanish gin with the best from the mediterranean 
kitchen, the gin has both rosemary, thyme, olive and 
basil. A perfect match with the 1724 tonic.

Citadelle Reserve 80,-

French gin made with 23 different botanicals, the only 
gin to be matured by the Solera method. This method is 
typically used for rum, but it works well to make this gin 
more round and sweet.

Bruni Collins 80,-

Very sweet, complex and citrussy gin, much like italian 
limonicella. Very easy to drink.

Chase Elegant Crisp Apple 60,-

This gin is made from applecider and not the typical 
grains, wich gives the gin a very fresh taste. You can 
also find elderflower and coriander in this gin.

Ferdinand’s Saar Dry Gin 60,-

Most quality gin can be enjoyed neat, in this case we 
wound actually recomend it. This gin is so soft and 
round, and infused with Riesling wine - so it’s very 
drinkable both neat and as a GT.

Hernö Juniper Cask 65,-

Swedish gin aged in a Juniper Cask, the main botanical 
in every gin is juniper, but this is still the first gin to be 
aged in a juiper cask. Very rare gin because they only 
have one cask at 39,25 liter

Le Tribute 85,-

Very fruity gin made with kumquat, grape, lemongrass, 
mandarin and orange. A wonderfull gin from the 
talentet guys af MG desilleries.



Tonic
Sweppes Tonic 15,-

Our standart tonic water, not that many characteristics 
but fine as an allround tonic.

Peter Spanton no. 5 Lemongrass 35,-

Very citrussy tonic water with a good amount of kenin 
and some ginger notes.

Fever Tree 35,-

Made with kinin from the fever tree and 8 botanical oils, 
probably one os the best tonics.

Fever Tree Mediterranean 35,-

Half as much kinin as regular Fever Tree and a more 
citrussy and herbal profile.

Fentiman’s Tonic Water 40,-

Very powerfull and aromatic tonic, with strong bitter 
tasting notes and lime acid.

Le Tribute tonic 40,-

Has a very dry and citrussy taste, especially grape zest 
and some sweet cardamom notes.

Doctor Polodori 45,-

Very herbal and floral taste. This tonic has a very dry 
body and notes of thyme, basil and flower.

1724 45,-

The kinin used for this tonic is picked at the Inka Trail in 
1724 meters altitude. Soft and sweet.



Dry and Bitter German 95,-

Made with Monkey 47 from the dark Schwarzwald forrest 
and mixed with the bitter Fever Tree. We dress this GT 
with pepper for even more spice. This is for the real GT 
lovers.

Apple Garden 100,-

Made with the Crisp Apple gin and Mediterranean tonic, 
very fresh, fruity and light flavour. Great for the summer 
evenings. Dressed with apple slices.

The Softy 100,-

Ferdinand Saar is probably one of the softest gins, we 
mix it with the Mediterranean tonic, wich is also very 
mild and soft - a great GT for the ladies. Dressed with a 
slice of lime.

Pink Panther 100,-

The sweetness from the Citadelle gin plays well with 
the citrus in the Fentiman’s Tonic. We don’t like to be 
blasphemous, but we give this gin a hint of Grenadine 
and a slice of grape.

Gin and Stormy 100,-

Disclaimer: this is not a GT, but it’s still damn good. 
Chase Apple gin mixed with ginger beer, lime, 
brown sugar and served over crushed ice. Fresh, 
crips and sweet.

Good Old Cucumber 105,-

Hendricks gin mixed with Polidori Cucumber tonic, and 
dressed with cucumber. This is our sneaky way, to get 
som greens in you kids.

Fox GT’s
Fox GT’s er vores bud på nogle gode kombinationer, 
men du er mere end velkommen til, at lave din 
egen. Spørg endelig barpersonalet til råds omkring 
vores forskellige gin og tonic.s. For den bedste 
smagsoplevelse kan man med fordel bestille en 
dobbelt, spørg betjening for pris.

Fox Classic GT 95,-

Made with Tanqueray No.10 and Fentimans tonic, 
very powerful notes of all the typical GT ingredients 
like juniper, citrus, kinin and liqurice. Dressed with 
juniper seeds.

When life gives you lemons 95,-

You would be stupid not to make a GT. In this case we 
mix Monkey 47 with Spanton Lemongrass. Both is bursting 
with citrussy flavours and of course we dress this with a 
slice of lemon.



The Spanish Inquisition 105,-

This is actually not our combination, the tonic 1724 was 
made to be parred with Gin Mare. Gin Mare is a very 
light, herbal and soft gin wich requires a soft tonic. 
Dressed with rosemary twigs.

Green is Gold 105,-

We have mixed Gin Mare and the Polidor tonic, both is 
very herbal and aromatic. We dress this tonic with mint, 
cucumber and rosemary - for a lovely full palate.

“Champagnebrus” 105,-

We have mixed Bruni Collins with the 1724 tonic and 
dressed it with lime peel and limejuice, the taste is very 
similar to the icecream “champagnebrus” - see if you 
can taste the similarity.

Elderflower Swirl 105,-

Made with Hendricks gin and 1724 tonic and topped with 
a hint of elderflower sirup and lime. Great combination 
of the fresh cucumber and rose in the Hendricks and 
sweet notes in the 1724. And we all know, that everybody 
loves elderflowers.

Le Tribute 110,-

The Tribute is of course made with Le Tribute Gin, Le 
tribute Tonic and served in a Le Tribute glass.
This GT is dressed with a slice of orange.

The Heart Warmer 110,-

This is for those with a bit of a sweet tooth - Hernö 
Juniper mixed with Le Tribute tonic. Both have some 
sweet notes Hernö from the cask and Le Tribute from 
cardamom. Dressed with a cinnamon stick.


